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Abstract

This paper addresses saturation phenomena at hid�
den nodes during the learning phase of neural net�
works� The hidden�node saturation tends to cause
a �plateau�� a region of very little or no change in
a graphic representation of the error learning curve�
We investigate the saturation phenomena in multi�
layer perceptrons �MLP� with the well�known neural�
network benchmark problem� the parity problem� de�
scribing how to augment their learning capacity to
solve it perfectly by avoiding the hidden�node satu�
ration in conjunction with a dynamic programming�
like recursive gradient formula� To make the parity
problem especially challenging� we �rst show that the
seven�bit parity problem can in principle be solved
using only four hidden nodes and we then compare
various learning algorithms using this MLP architec�
ture with emphasis on whether or not each algorithm
can solve the problem �perfectly� regardless of its
learning speed� In particular� we highlight an online�
mode steepest descent�type learning with hidden�

node teaching� as well as a batch�mode direct dog�
leg trust�region algorithm�

� Introduction

The neural networks nonlinear least squares

problem � is an optimization problem to �nd the
n weight parameters of neural networks �NN� 	e�g��
multilayer perceptrons �MLP�
� denoted by an n�
dimensional vector �� that minimize the sum of
squared errors� In standard MLP�learning� the

�We focus on �nonlinear least squares algorithms� that ex�
ploit the special structure of the sum of squared error measure�
hence� the other objective functions �e�g�� logarithmic error
functions	 are outside the scope of this paper�

hidden�node activations are usually produced by sig�
moidal �squashing� functions �e�g�� hyperbolic tan�
gent functions�� which act as implicit constraints be�
cause the net inputs to hidden nodes may get driven
to their limits� i�e�� saturation �e�g�� ��� or �����
Therefore� even with a �sophisticated� unconstrained
optimization technique �e�g�� dogleg algorithms�� NN
learning might fail due to saturation �implicit con�
straint�� In consequence� the aforementioned neural
networks nonlinear least squares problem is not a to�
tally unconstrained � but rather an implicitly con�

strained optimization problem�
To circumvent hidden�node saturation� two dif�

ferent approaches can be considered� indirect ap�

proach and direct approach� Many existing NN�
learning algorithms can be viewed as the indirect ap�
proach� y which attempts to avoid hidden�node sat�
uration �indirectly� by using the information of an
approximate Hessian matrix �e�g�� quasi�Newton al�
gorithms 	�
�� In contrast� our direct approach is to
present certain features or characteristics associated
with the desired target outputs to �a subset of� hidden
nodes � which is what we call hidden�node teach�
ing 	�
� For this purpose� the MLP parameter opti�
mization is viewed as a multi�stage decision making
problem �see Figure �� with the following nonlinear
dynamics� ordinary MLP activations�

asj � fsj �
Pns��

i�� as��i �s��ij �
� fsj �net

s
j��

where asj is the activation of node j at layer s� ns�� is

the � of nodes of layer s��� �s��ij is the weight param�
eter of node i at layer s�� to node j at layer s� fsj ���
is the neuron function of node j at layer s� and netsj
denotes the net input to node j at layer s� Further�
more� the objective cost function has the following
discrete optimal control form�

E��� �
N��X
s��

gs�as� �s� � h�aN �� ���

yThere are other indirect approaches� such as� heuristic pa�
rameter initialization�modi
cations of NN structures and node
functions� These are outside the scope of this paper�
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Figure �� A typical MLP structure �top� with anatom�
ical view �bottom� of connections of neurons i� j� and
k at di�erent layers� �sjk denotes the weight of neu�
ron j at layer s to neuron k at layer �s����

where� in conformity with the optimal control theory�
as and �

s signify the state vector and decision vector
at stage s� and gs��� �� and h��� denote the immediate
cost per stage s and the terminal cost � respectively�
In the MLP�learning� gs��� �� is usually omitted in

Equation ���� and the sum of squared errors is often
employed as the terminal cost function h��� alone at
the �nal layer N � which consists of nN neurons�i�e��

h�aN � � �

�

Pm

p��

PnN
k���t

N
k�p � aNk�p�

�

� �

�

PnN
k���t

N
k � aNk �

�

� �

�
rTN ���rN ����

���

where tNk�p is the kth desired output for the pth train�

ing data pattern at the terminal layer N � aNk�p is
the kth activation �i�e�� output of the kth neuron
function f� for the pth data� tNk is the desired out�
put vector� aNk is the activation vector� and rN ���
denotes the residual vector composed of ri���� i �
�� � � � �mnN �
In this paper� we consider a case where the imme�

diate cost g at stage s is also the squared�error cost
measure�

gs�as��� � �

�

Pm

p��

Pns
k���t

s
k�p � ask�p�

�

� �

�

Pns
k���t

s
k � ask�

��
���

Note in this setup that gs�as� �s� becomes indepen�
dent of �s� hence� denoted by gs�as���� In words�
gs�as��� is the immediate cost at stage s� or at the
sth �hidden� layer� between the �hidden� activations
as and the desired values ts� Those desired values can
be chosen so as to pull hidden node activations away
from saturation values �e�g�� ��� or ���� for such a

classi�cation problem as the parity problem� The ns
neurons at the sth hidden layer are supervised and
expected to produce speci�c target values ts� that is�
hidden�node teaching z�
In the next section� we employ dynamic pro�

gramming �DP��like recursive gradient formula
to derive the backpropagation �generalized delta
rule� for the objective function in Equation ����
We then describe the parity problem� in which
hidden�node saturation often occurs� and demon�
strate �hidden�node teaching� for solving a seven�
bit parity problem perfectly using the standard MLP
with only four hidden nodes�

� DP�like Recursive Gradient

Formula

Backpropagation allows us to compute the partial�
derivative form of sensitivity backward one stage
after another from the terminal stage� This BP for�
mulation dates back to a classical optimal control the�
ory� although similar formulations were derived by
several individuals independently �see 	�
 and refer�
ences therein�� The next table summerizes this BP
history�

��� D� Rumelhart et al� Backpropagation

���� P� Werbos Sensitivity formula

���� S� Dreyfus DP�like recursive
gradient formula

���� A� Bryson Multiplier Rule

���� H� Kelley Adjoint Equations

The next table compares terminologies between the
optimal control literature and neural networks�

Notation Optimal Control Neural Network

� decision variable weight parameter
a state variable �neuron	 activation
s stage layer

adjoint variable
� Lagrange multiplier delta

costate

Using these notations� we can derive BP for the ob�
jective cost function in Equation ��� in the spirit of
classical dynamic programming 	�
�

Value function�

T s�as� �s�
def
� cost�to�go� starting at state as

at stage s� using a guessed policy �s�
���

The initial guessed policy is often given by a
randomly�initialized weight�parameter set�

zIt should be noted that this hidden�node teaching is dif�
ferent from what BPTT �backpropagation through time	 algo�
rithm does� because BPTT attempts to update the entire MLP
at each discretized time tick� which corresponds to �stage�� and
thus it deals with a completely di�erent model�



Recurrence relation�

T s�as� �s� � T s���as��� �s��� � gs�as���
� T s���fs���nets���� �s��� � gs�as����

���
where g��� �� denotes the immediate cost� as shown in
Equation ����

Boundary condition�

TN �aN ��� � h�aN � �
�

�

nNX
k��

�tNk � aNk �
�� ���

which corresponds to Equation ����
In this setting� the sensitivity � at the terminal

stage is given by

�Nk
def
�

�TN

�aNk
� ��tNk � aNk ��

Departing from this terminal value at layer N � the
sensitivity � is backpropagated and computed back�
ward one after another by the the following recur�
rence relation� our version of the delta�rule�

�sj
def
�

�T s

�asj

�

ns��X
k��

�s��k fs��
�

�nets��k � �sjk � �tsj � asj��

Of course� the last term �for hidden�node teaching�
would be omitted for any node not being super�
vised� For more details� refer to Mizutani� Dreyfus
� Nishio 	�
�
It should be noted that the best�known BP formu�

lation due to Rumelhart et al� was made by choosing
the net input but not the activation as the state vari�
able� resulting in the slightly di�erent delta rule�

�sj � fs
�

j �netsj�

�
ns��X
k

�s��
k

�sjk � �tsj � asj�

�
� ���

� The Parity Problem and

Hidden�node Saturation

One of the most classical NN�benchmark problems is
the parity problem that occupies an honored place in
the history of NN�learning� because of the fact that
a single�layer perceptron is unable to solve the XOR
�two�bit parity� problem� which caused a hiatus in
NN research� But later its multi�layer version �i�e��
MLP� has been proved to have great learning capac�
ity to solve the N �� ���bit problem due to backprop�
agation� an e�cient backward derivative�computing
process�

We attacked the N �bit parity problem using a stan�
dard single hidden�layer MLP with �tanh� �hyper�
bolic tangent� node functions� yielding the intriguing
�ndings�

�a� The odd�number�bit parity problem may re�
quire fewer hidden nodes for solution than
the even�number�bit counterpart� for N odd� we
shall demonstrate below a solution using only
N��

�
hidden nodes�

�b� The number of epochs required to solve the par�
ity problem perfectly in light of our criterion 	see
Equation ���
 may not depend on N �

�c� The �standard� MLP can solve the N �bit parity
problem with a smaller number of hidden nodes
than N � even if N is even�

�d� Hidden�node saturation becomes more serious as
the number of hidden nodes is decreased below
N �

These �ndings are due to our empirical observations
through investigation up to the ���bit parity problem�
Finding �a� was inspired by our numerical results that
parameters between the input and hidden layers con�
necting to the same hidden node tend to become the
same value in magnitude� To get more insight into
this �nding� consider the seven�bit parity problem
and a single hidden�layer MLP with four �tanh� hid�
den nodes� For simplicity� we assume that all thresh�
old parameters are omitted� and further assume that
the parameters between the ith �i � � � � ��� hidden
node and all the seven input nodes have the same
value denoted by �i� The total ��� �� ��� input pat�
terns where �� represents �o�� and �� represents
�on� can be split into eight cases� depending on the
number of ���s in the seven�dimensional binary input
vector� For the �rst four cases� where the input vec�
tor has ��� seven ���s� ��� six ���s� ��� �ve ���s� ���
four ���s� we can obtain the following four equations
which for arbitrary �i are linear in wi���
�

f����	w� � f����	w� � f����	w� � f����	w� � f���a	�
f���	w� � f���	w� � f���	w� � f���	w� � f����a	�
f����	w� � f����	w� � f����	w� � f����	w� � f���a	�
f���	w� � f���	w� � f���	w� � f���	w� � f����a	�

where a � � a � �� is the required output 	that
passes the test in Equation ���
 for an odd number
of ���s in input and �a for an even number� f���
denotes the �tanh� node function� and wi are pa�
rameters between the ith hidden node and the �nal
output node� Now we consider the rest of the four
cases� where the input vector has ��� three ���s� ���
two ���s� ��� one ��� ��� zero ���s� But again we end
up the same set of four equations since� for f�x� �
tanh�x�� f��a� � �f�a� and f����a� � �f���a��
This implies that an MLP that correctly classi�es
the �� patterns in cases ��� through ��� will clas�
sify correctly the �� patterns in cases ��� through ���
automatically � This symmetric property holds for



the odd�number�bit parity problem� but not for the
even�number counterpart� In general� for an N �bit
parity problem� for N odd� N��

�
hidden nodes suf�

�ce and ��� � � � � �N��
�

can be arbitrary as long as the
N��

�
linear equations of the type shown above are

independent� Note in the above assumptions that
we omitted threshold parameters� but in reality they
help the MLP learn the bit�counting rule� �Due to the
space limitation� the other �ndings are not detailed
here� but for the �� and ���bit problems attacked by
MLPs with N �� hidden nodes� refer to Mizutani and
Demmel 	�
��

In MLP�learning� a plateau� a region of very little
or no change in a graphic representation of the error
curve is often encountered� especially when a steep�
est descent�type algorithm is employed for solving the
parity problem� Many individuals attributed the
plateau to local minima and�or inappropriate ini�
tial parameters x� however� it may not always be the
case �see� for instance� Fukumizu � Amari 	�
�� In
fact� our numerical experience reveals that a sophis�
ticated deterministic optimizationmethod that ba�
sically gravitates to the nearest local minimum often
solves the problem perfectly in spite of starting at ex�
actly the same initial point in the parameter space�
Hence� it may be more likely due to saddle point

issues� which are presumably related to hidden�node
saturation�

� Experiments

Although we actually tested a variety of NN al�
gorithms� this section presents several representa�
tive results obtained by the �direct� approach �i�e��
the online�mode steepest descent �SD��type learning
with hidden�node teaching�� as well as the selected
�indirect� approaches� namely� the SD�type learning
�without hidden�node teaching� and two representa�
tive batch�mode algorithms� Marquardt�s algorithm
�see Matlab NN toolbox 	�
�� and direct dogleg algo�
rithms �see Mizutani 	�� �
�� Tables � and � summa�
rize all the results obtained by the �standard� sin�
gle hidden�layer MLP with its parameters initialized
randomly in the range 	���� ��
� Note in our exper�
iments that we say that a �tanh� node is saturated
if its activation is larger than ���� or smaller than
����� Likewise� an input pattern is said to be a satu�
rated pattern if all the hidden�node activations are in
the same extreme range� Note also that the classi�ca�
tion accuracy is measured by the following criterion
so that the MLP output for the pth pattern� ap� can

xInitializing the 
rst�layer weights with all zeros does not
help avoid hidden�node saturation at all� interested readers are
encouraged to test the �� �� � MLP described in the text�

be regarded as either �on� ���� or �o�� ������

if ap � �� ap is classi�ed to �on��
if ap � ��� ap is classi�ed to �o���
otherwise ap is �undecided��

���

Indirect approaches tend to make some hidden
nodes totally saturated� as shown in Table �� This
inspired us to apply hidden�node teaching to improve
the performance of the simple SD method� For solv�
ing this classi	cation problem� desired outputs ����
or ����� 	denoted by tsj in Equation ���
 were pre�
sented to a subset of hidden nodes in a deterministic
fashion� so that those nodes are prevented from being
saturated � The initial number of supervised hidden
nodes was set equal to two� and until epoch ���
the hidden�node teaching was always applied to those
two nodes� Then� after epoch ��� the hidden�node
teaching was switched to the other two hidden�nodes
and applied to them only when saturated� This is just
our ad�hoc scheme� but interestingly it made the al�
gorithm quite insensitive to the randomly�initialized
parameters in the sense that the required epochs to
converge were not very di�erent for the ten trials� as
shown in Table �� and the problem was always solved
as long as the range of randomly�initialized parame�
ters was small�
Overall� the direct dogleg algorithm worked very

well among the indirect approaches� Its robustness
mainly comes from the �dogleg trust�region� mech�
anism� detailed in ref� 	�� �
� This dogleg strat�
egy can be incorporated into other de�ected gradi�
ent algorithms �that take a descent direction di�er�
ent from the steepest descent direction� in order to
avoid �stagnation�� Intriguingly� even with such a so�
phisticated dogleg method� which is a deterministic

algorithm� the MLP�learning sometimes got �stuck�
before the goal was achieved� This implies that the
algorithm did not �nd any descent step� whatever in�
�nitesimal steps were taken in the computed negative
gradient direction� This bizarre stagnation may not
be found in totally unconstrained optimization prob�
lem� but again the neural networks nonlinear least
squares problem is an implicitly constrained problem�
Presumably� the computed gradient might not be the
true gradient due to hidden�node saturation� that is�
if certain hidden nodes are saturated for some pat�
terns� then the computed gradient may no longer be
the true gradient� ensemble for all the training pat�
terns� hence� losing a way in the true steepest descent
direction�
In addition� it was observed that when the hidden�

node saturation occurred �and thus the plateau ap�
peared�� the condition number of the Gauss�Newton
model Hessian JTJ soared up� since if saturation hap�
pens at some hidden nodes �say� for pattern i�� then



Table �� Sample results of the seven�bit parity problem obtained with a ����� MLP �
� parameters� for the
number of incorrect patterns and the number of patterns for which all four hidden nodes were saturated at the
stopped epoch� The last column shows the number of saturated patterns per hidden node� Five algorithms were
compared� wherein� diag�JTJ��based algorithm used a small regularization constant with a dogleg strategy�
All algorithms started at the same point in the parameter space�

Stopped � of incor� � of satu� Hidden�node
Algorithm

epoch patterns patterns satu� patterns
SD with hid�teaching ������ � � ��� � �� � �� �
SD w�o hid�teaching ������ �� � ���� ��� �� � ��
Marquardt�s algorithm �� � � ���� ��� �� � �

diag�JTJ	�based algorithm �� � ��� ���������������
Dogleg algorithm ���� � � �� � �� � ��� � �

Table �� Comparison of the success trials and their required epochs among ten attempts for the 	ve algorithms
for solving the seven�bit parity problems by an MLP with four hidden nodes� The �average of the required
epochs was computed over the success trials�

Required epoch � of suc�
Algorithm

min� avg� max� cess trials
SD with hid�teaching ������ �������� ������ ��
SD w�o hid�teaching � � � �
Marquardt�s algorithm ��� ���� ��� �

diag�JTJ	�based algorithm � � � �
Dogleg algorithm �� ������ ���� �

the elements �associated with those hidden nodes� of
the ith row vector of the Jacobian matrix J become
very small� although the ith component of the resid�
ual vector is still large� This implies that the infor�
mation of the full Gauss�Newton model Hessian JTJ
is quite useful� because it can sense such a bad situ�
ation� on the other hand� its diagonal approximation
was not good enough in this seven�bit parity problem
by a �� �� � MLP� as shown in Tables � and ��

� Concluding Remarks

We have compared several MLP�learning algorithms
using the parity problem� Although the simulations
were small�scale� we have observed that hidden�node
saturation is most likely to adversely a�ect MLP�
learning� and can be avoided by employing hidden�
node teaching �although our scheme is ad�hoc at this
stage�� or by using the information of the Gauss�
Newton model Hessian in conjunction with the dogleg
strategy� Our future work is to develop e�ective algo�
rithms that deal with special but important features
of the implicitly constrained neural networks nonlin�
ear least squares problem�
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